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Conditional probability worksheet 12- 2 answers

Thank you for your interest in our services. We are a nonprofit group that manages this site to share documents. We need your help maintaining this website. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server costs (about $400/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our
services with your friends. Thank you for your participation! Thank you for your interest in our services. We are a nonprofit group that manages this site to share documents. We need your help maintaining this website. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server costs (about $400/m),
a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our services with your friends. brainplusiqs.com Free Print Worksheet © Free Print Sheet 2020 | Copyright | Privacy Policy | Contact | Thank you for your participation! Thank you for your participation! Problem 1:A pair of dice are thrown together and
the sum of the points of the two dice is noted to be 10. What is the probability that one of the two zaras has shown point 4? Problem 2:In a group of 20 men and 15 women, 12 men and 8 women are service holders. What is the probability that a person randomly selected by the group will be the holder of
the service, given that the chosen person is a man? Detailed answer Key Problem 1: A pair of dice are thrown together and the sum of the points of both dice is noted to be 10. What is the probability that one of the two zaras has shown point 4? Solution: Here the condition is the Sum of the points of the
two dice is marked as 10When a pair of dice are thrown together, n(S) = 36. Let A be the event where the sum of the points is 10. Then A = (4, 6), (5, 5), (6, 4) n(A) = 3P(A) = n(A) / n(S) = 3/36 = 1/12Let B be the case of receiving 4 on one of the zara. Then B = (1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4), (4, 1), (4, 2), (4, 3), (4,
3), (4, 4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 4), (6, 4) }AnB = { (4, 6), (6, 4) } --------&gt; n(AnB) = 2P(AnB) = n(AnB) / n(s) = 2/36 = 1/36 = 1/36 18Probprobpropropropros that one of the two dice showed point 4 with the condition that the sum of the dots of the two dice is 10 isP(B/A) = P(AnB) / P(A)P(B/A) = (1/18) / (1/12)P(B/A)
= (1/18) x (12/1)) P(B/A) = (1x12) / (18x1)P(B/A) = 12/18P(B/A) = 2/3Problem 2:In a group of 20 men and 15 women, 12 men and 8 women are service holders. What is the probability that a person randomly selected by the group will be the holder of the service, given that the chosen person is a man?
Solution : Here, the condition is the Chosen Man is a manFrom, the information provided, n(S) = 35. May A be a case of choosing a man. Then n(A) = 20P(A) = n(A) / n(S) = 20/35 Let B be the event where the service holder is selected. Then n(AnB) = 12P(AnB) = n(AnB) / n(S) = 12/35(Because, there are
12 male service holders)The probability that a person randomly selected by the group is a person selected for е при положение, че избраното лице е мъж isP(B/A) = P(AnB) / P(A)P(B/A) = (12/35) / (20/35)P(B/A) = (12/35) x x = (12x35) / (35x20)P(B/A) = 3/5 Separately from the things given above, if
you need other things in mathematics, please use google custom search here. If you have any feedback on our mathematical content, please email us: v4formath@gmail.com always appreciate feedback. You can also visit the following web pages of different things in mathematics. Word problemsHCF
and LCM word problemsSpoke problems of simple equations Word problems of linear equations Word problems on square equationsTaking problems with trainsTay and perimeter word problemsSword problems of direct variation and reverse variant Word problems with single priceComposition problems
of this month's rate Word problems when comparing ratesConverting the usual units word problems Convert metric words problemsContachable problems with interest Constituent complex interest problems of angle types Complementary and additional angles word problemsGood facts problems with
wordsTrigo word problemsPercenturing word problems Gain and loss word problems Mark and mark word problems Decimal word problemsY own problems of fractionsIz problems of mixed fractionsOne step equation word problemsLinear inequalities word problemsRatio and proportion word
problemsTime and work problems with word Related problems of sets and venn chartsProperty problems of agesPythagorean word problemsWith a number of word problemswith constant speedProperty problems of average speed Word problems of the sum of the corners of the triangle is 180
degreesOther themes Profit and loss shortcutsJust shortcutsTimes mass shortcutsTime, speed and distance shortcutsRatio and proportion shortcutsDomain and a range of rational functionsLength and range of rational functions with holesDegradable functions rational functions with holesCheck repeat
decimal numbers in fraction yDetal representation of rationality number of root square using long divisionL.C.M to solve time and workRemanding the word problems in algebraic expressionsRemainder when 2 power 256 is divided into 17Remainder, when 17 power 23 is divided into 16Suit into three
digits, divided by 6Ium into the three characters divided by 7Ium by the three digits, divided by the three numbers separated by 8Sum by all three digits formed using 1, 3. 3000 , 4I am on all three four digits formed with non-zero digitsI am of all three four digits formed using 0, 1, 2, 3Sum of all three four
digits formed using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyrights onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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